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Resources / References

• Best Management Practices for Lawn and Landscape Turf, 
Mary C. Owen & Jason D. Lanier (UMass)

• Homeowners Guide to Environmentally Sound Lawn Care, 
http://massnrc.org/ipm/schools-daycare/ipm-tools-
resources/homeowners-guide.html

• Weeds & Pests
– https://extension.umd.edu/hgic/topics/lawn-weed-id-and-

management 

– https://turf.cals.cornell.edu/pests-and-weeds/
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Benefits of Turf
Functional Recreational Ornamental

Dust and mud
control

Heat abatement Safe playing 
surfaces

Beauty

Entrapment of 
pollutants

Noise abatement Low cost surfaces Increased property 
value

Environmental
protection

Security – visibility Mental health Community pride

Fire prevention Soil loss and 
erosion control

Physical health Complements the 
landscape

Glare reduction Protection of 
underground utility 
services

Entertainment Mental health

Ground water 
recharge

Greenhouse gas 
reduction

Slope stabilization Storm water 
abatement
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Adapted from J.B. Beard and R.L. Green, 1994, from the Journal of Environmental Quality, The Role of 
Turfgrasses in Environmental Protection and Their Benefits to Humans
Adaptation done by M.C. Owen and J.D. Lanier, BMP for Lawn and Landscape Turf



Drawbacks of Turf
Functional Recreational Ornamental

Inedible Costly – Americans spend 
$40B on lawns every year

Boring

Biggest irrigated crop in the US by 
a factor of 3, primarily with 
drinking water

Mental un-health – your 
lawn is never green 
enough

Boring

70 million pounds of pesticides 
used on lawns every year

Physical un-health –
mowing when it’s 100 
degrees out

Boring

Noise and air pollution – mowers 
and blowers

76,000 mowing accidents 
per year

Boring

Reduces greenhouse gases less 
than forest

Entertainment – see 
above

Boring

Hostile habitat for pollinators
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Compromise

• What do you want from your lawn? How much say in 
this are you giving your neighbors?

• Does your lawn have to be just grass? Just blue 
grass?

• Does your lawn have to be green all summer?

• How much time / money are you willing to invest to 
make that happen?
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Outline

• Evaluating and “fixing” your site 

• Replanting / supplementing / renovating the 
plants

• Routine maintenance
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What challenges does this lawn have?
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Site assessment

• Get a soil test!!!!!!

– This will tell you more about the 
soil than any other single thing

– UMass Amherst soil test

• Look at the site

– Light

– Moisture

– Nutrients & Toxins

– Soil compaction

– Thatch buildup
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Light

• Lawns like full sun
– 4 hours of direct sun minimum

– 6 hours+ of direct sun for traffic areas or to grow blue-grass

• Evaluate
– Look outside at sun & shade patterns

– See if your lawn looks sparse or mossy (though other things could 
cause that)

– Buy a tool (Google “Tool to measure hours of sunlight”)

• Mitigate
– If your sunlight is marginal, select grasses that tolerate shade

– If your sunlight is inadequate, either give up on lawn there, make 
more light (cut trees) or else reseed the lawn every spring.
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Moisture
• Lawns like evenly moist soil

– Roughly equivalent to 1 inch of water per week

– Depends a lot on type of grass, air temperature, soil texture, competition for water, 
etc.

• Evaluate
– What is the texture of your soil? Sandy, clayey, loamy?

– How compact is your soil?

– Are there dry spots (shallow soil, sandy spots)?

– Are there wet spots (pockets of poor drainage)?

– Is there competition for moisture from tree roots?

– Are there hot spots caused by adjacent asphalt / concrete?

• Mitigate
– If your soil is compacted, run over it with a coring aerator

– Smooth deep pockets and high spots by adding compost

– Mitigate slightly sandy or slightly clayey soil by adding compost

– Consider tilling in compost if soil is very clayey or sandy

– Install drainage if soil is too wet

– Consider alternatives to lawn if soil is very shallow and it can’t be built up
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Soil Texture

• Method 1
– Dig a hole, fill it with water, and see how long it takes 

to drain. Fast = sand, slow = clay, in between = loam.

– Problem: How slow? Plus you can’t tell the difference 
between clay and compacted loam.

• Method 2:
– Grab a handful of soil and squeeze it tight. Open your 

hand. If the soil falls apart, it’s sand. If the soil sticks 
together even after you poke it a bit, it’s clay (or it’s 
very moist). Otherwise it’s loam.

– Problem: telling the difference between wet soil and 
clay.
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Soil texture (cont’d)
• Method 3

• Find a clear jar with a tight-fitting lid. Fill it half full with soil, 
then up to ¾ with water.  Shake until all the particles in the 
soil are suspended. Then set the jar somewhere it won’t get 
bumped.

• Come back after 10 minutes and draw a line on the jar 
showing how much stuff has settled. This is the sand

• Come back after 2 hours and draw a line on the jar showing 
how much stuff has settled. The difference between these 
two lines is the silt.

• Come back after another day or two and draw a line on the 
jar showing how much stuff has settled. The difference 
between the silt line and this line is clay.

• The lumpy stuff on top of the clay and the stuff floating is 
organic matter.

• Measure from the bottom of the jar to the 1st line, the 
distance between the 1st and 2nd lines and the distance 
between the 2nd and 3rd lines. Convert these numbers into 
percentages.

• Based on those percentages, see where your soil falls on the 
chart to the left.
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Nutrients and Toxins
• Lawns like rich, fluffy soil

– Soil pH 6.5-7.0
– Loamy soil texture with 2-4% organic matter
– See soil test results for more information

• Evaluate
– Get a soil test!
– Inspect area for exposure to toxins

• Salt spray from roads is most common
• Also “weed” killers from neighboring property

• Mitigate
– The soil test will tell you how to mitigate its findings
– For lawn growing near a salted street, 

• Flush the salt through the root zone with 2” of water over a 2-4 hour period 
(assuming it soaks in and doesn’t run off)

• Use calcium lime to increase soil’s pH to 6.5-7.0
• Apply powdered gypsum to the soil if your soil’s pH is already high enough

– For a lawn used by dogs
• Accept yellow spots where the dogs pee, or else flush the area right after with 

water.
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Soil Compaction

• Lawns like fluffy soil
• Evaluate

– If a lot of people walk on your lawn, it’s compacted
– Try to push a narrow spike (e.g. garden fork) into your 

lawn. If it goes in less than 6” with moderate effort, the 
lawn is compacted.

– If water tends to puddle on your lawn after a rain and you 
don’t have a clayey soil, your lawn is compacted.

– If you want to give your lawn a treat, just assume it’s 
compacted

• Mitigate
– Rent a powered “core aerator” or buy a manual one (if 

your lawn is very small). Rake the cores to break them up 
and filter the soil back into the lawn.
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Thatch Buildup

• Thatch is a layer of un-decayed plant

material above the mineral soil

• Evaluate
– Cut a wedge of soil out of the lawn several inches deep. Compress the 

spongy layer of plant material between the green grass and the soil. If 
the result is more than ½” thick, you have a thatch problem

• Mitigate
– Core aeration

– Dethatching

– Lowering pH to 6.5

– Reduce fertilization

– Mow more frequently
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Replant / Supplement / Renovate

• Growing cycle of lawn grasses versus weeds

• Patching a lawn

• Reviving a lawn

• Starting over

• Grass selection

• Alternatives
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Growing Cycle

• Turfgrass in Massachusetts is considered “cool 
season grass”

• When is the best time to seed?

• When is the best time to fertilize?
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Patching a Lawn
• Rough up the soil in the bare spot and incorporate amendments as 

recommended by the soil test including “starter fertilizer”
• Spread the “correct” seed at the rate recommended on the package

– Too little seed results in a sparse lawn that leaves lots of space for weeds to 
start

– Too much seed results in a dense stand of weak seedlings that spend too 
much energy competing with each other

• Firm the seed down to ensure good contact between seed and soil
• Water to improve seed-soil contact and start the seeds germinating
• Mulch with hay or floating row cover to help keep soil moist and keep the 

birds off
• Water daily to a depth of an inch till the new grass is about an inch tall. 

Then water less often but more water.
• Mow when the baby grass is about 1/3 taller than surrounding grass.
• Add follow-up fertilizer at about that time
• Do not apply any broad-leaf killer until after 3 mowings
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Reviving a lawn

• Improve the soil over the whole lawn to the extent possible
– Broadcast compost using a fertilizer spreader
– Aerate using a core aerator
– Dethatch if thatch is a problem
– Apply starter fertilizer

• Run over the lawn with a “seeder-slicer”
– This cuts shallow slits at ½” separation through your lawn and 

inject seeds

• Follow-up care as before
– Mulch any large patches of bare ground
– Water daily for a couple of weeks, then more water but less 

often
– Apply supplemental fertilizer when new grass needs mowing
– Don’t apply broad-leaf killer until at least 3 mowings of the new 

grass (maybe 6-8 weeks)
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Starting Over
• Prepare a good seed bed

– Amend the soil per the soil test recommendations to a depth of at least 6”
– Smooth the soil so when the grass is growing you won’t scalp the high spots
– Settle the soil with a roller or water so when you walk on it, you won’t leave 

deep foot prints

• Spread the correct seed at the rate recommended on the package
– Dry seed is more economical but needs to be “raked in” for good seed-soil 

contact
– Pre-germinated seed sprayed on with paper pulp is easier and faster 

(spreading, germinating)
– Sod is instant and a lot more expensive

• Water to improve seed-soil contact and start the seeds germinating
• Mulch with hay or floating row cover to help keep soil moist and keep the 

birds off
• Water daily to a depth of an inch till the new grass is about an inch tall. 

Then water less often but more water.
• Mow when the baby grass is about 3.5” tall.
• Add follow-up fertilizer at about that time
• Do not apply any broad-leaf killer until after 3 mowings
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Grass Selection

Use Species (% by weight) Rate  
(lbs/1000 ft2)

Lawns: sun, medium to 
high maintenance

65% to 75% Kentucky bluegrass *
10% to 20% perennial ryegrass *
15% fine fescue **

3 to 4

Lawns: sun, low 
maintenance

65% fine fescue *
10% to 20% perennial ryegrass *
Remainder Kentucky bluegrass

4 to 6

Lawns: shade 80% to 90% fine fescue *
10% to 20% perennial ryegrass *

4 to 6

* Two or three improved cultivars recommended
** One or more improved cultivars recommended
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Grass Supplements – full sun
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White Dutch clover
(Trifolium repens)

Green through summer
Adds nitrogen to soil

Bees like the white flowers
Can overseed existing lawn

Microclover
(Trifolium repens Pirouette)

Lower, finer texture than spp.
Green through summer

Adds nitrogen to soil
Fewer flowers

Can overseed existing lawn

Blue Star Creeper
(Isotoma fluviatillis)
Blue flowers all summer
Low, little to no mowing

Invasive / aggressive
Can overseed or insert plugs

Green Carpet Rupturewort
(Herniaria glabra)
Grows about 1.5” tall

Tap-rooted = drought tolerant
Reddish foliage in winter

Can overseed or insert plugs

Elfin Thyme
(Thymus serpyllum)
Very drought tolerant

Beloved by bees
Smells wonderful

Can overseed or insert plugs

Mixes, e.g. Fleur de Lawn
Mix of grasses and flowers

Mow once per month
Fleur de Lawn is zone 4

Can overseed existing lawn

Sedum Sod
Mix of sedums – no mow
Heat & drought tolerant

Perfect for hell-strips
Apply as sod



Grass Supplements – part shade
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Bugle
(Ajuga reptans)

Many foliage colors available
Low, little to no mowing

Invasive / aggressive

Creeping Charlie
(Glechoma hederacea)

Very low maintenance
Can take foot traffic
Bees like the flowers

Very invasive



Grass Replacement – full shade
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Moss
(Hypnum)

Shade tolerant, low care
Apply as spray or “sod”



Routine Maintenance

• Mowing

• Watering

• Fertilizing

• Problem Solving
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Mowing

• Set mower height to 2.5” – 3”

• Don’t remove more than 1/3 of the blade (i.e. 
if the mower height is 2.5”, cut grass before it 
reaches 3.75”)

• Don’t mow when the lawn is wet

• Keep the mower blade really sharp

• Use a mulching mower

• If possible, cut at right angles each time you 
mow.
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Watering

• Don’t use too much nitrogen
– Promotes leaf growth, deters root growth

– A good root base will help through drought

• Consider letting the lawn go dormant in summer

• Otherwise:
– Water early in the morning

• Minimizes time leaves stay wet

• Minimizes amount of water that evaporates

– Water only when the lawn exhibits mild drought stress 
(foot-printing)

– Then water to recharge the root zone (6”)
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Irrigation
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Fertilizing
• Understand the nutrients grasses need

– Nitrogen

• Adequate nitrogen gives a thick lawn, vigorous growth, green color, general health

• Excessive nitrogen increases disease problems, reduces general vigor, reduces root 
zone

– Phosphorus

• Adequate phosphorus promotes good root growth and winter hardiness

• Excessive phosphorus can hinder the plants’ ability to absorb nutrients

– Potassium

• Adequate potassium improves wear tolerance, heat and cold tolerance, stolon and 
rhizome growth and rooting

• Excessive potassium is not a hazard

• Best low-maintenance practice is to fertilize once around Labor Day
– Nitrogen: 1-2 # per 1000 square feet

– Other nutrients as indicated in soil test

– “An uninformed approach to soil and nutrient management is neither economically 
viable nor environmentally responsible”
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Manage Weeds
• Good horticultural practices

– A healthy lawn allows few annual weeds to grow

• Tolerance
– Dandelions are pretty!

• Manual removal
– Pull up thistles

• Chemicals
– Pre-emergent (against crab grass)

• Apply when the forsythia bloom
• Will prevent lawn seeds from germinating too
• Stops working if you scratch the surface (e.g. aerate)

– Broad-leaf killer (against dandelions, plantain, etc.)
• Spot treating is better environmentally than blanket treatment
• Identify the weed you’re trying to kill; make sure the selected herbicide is effective 

against that weed
• Read and follow the label – the label is the law!
• Note that broad-leaf killer kills many desirable annuals, perennials, shrubs and trees too.
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Manage Insects

• Good horticultural practices

– A healthy lawn easily tolerates a few bugs

• Tolerance

– Establish thresholds for infestation. Below the threshold, give nature a chance 
to handle it.

• Chemicals

– Scout for problems: soil sample, soapy flush, etc.

– Compare results against industry standard thresholds

– If treatment is necessary, use a chemical targeted at the problem insect, not a 
“kill everything” chemical

– Read and follow the label – the label is the law!
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Manage Diseases

• Good horticultural practices

– A healthy lawn is fairly disease resistant

• Tolerance

– Most lawn diseases will cure themselves when the weather improves

– Most lawn diseases will not be cured by fungicides until the weather 
improves.

• Chemicals

– Very unlikely you’ll need to use these.
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Resources / References

• Best Management Practices for Lawn and Landscape Turf, 
Mary C. Owen & Jason D. Lanier (UMass)

• Homeowners Guide to Environmentally Sound Lawn Care, 
http://massnrc.org/ipm/schools-daycare/ipm-tools-
resources/homeowners-guide.html

• Weeds & Pests
– https://extension.umd.edu/hgic/topics/lawn-weed-id-and-

management 

– https://turf.cals.cornell.edu/pests-and-weeds/
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Questions?
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